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Abstract:
Intensity fluctuations (intensity noise) at 25 MHz of two semiconductor lasers are studied
experimentally and theoretically. At this frequency two sources of intensity noise can be examined;
quantum noise and noise originating from longitudinal mode competition. This latter source of noise
occurs when more than one longitudinal mode competes for laser power.

The intensity fluctuations for a free running laser diode (with no external optical feedback) and an
external cavity laser (with external optical feedback) are measured as a function of injection current.
An experimental value for the shot noise limit (the standard limit predicted by quantum mechanics) is
also obtained, and all laser noise measurements are compared with this limit. We find that at twice the
threshold injection current, the intensity noise of the free running laser is only 3.5 dB above the shot
noise limit, and that of the external cavity laser 5 dB above the shot noise limit.

The ratio of the intensities of the main longitudinal mode to the side longitudinal modes is measured
for both lasers, also as a function of injection current. We find that the intensity noise is decreased
when the side modes are suppressed.

Single mode semiclassical and fully quantum mechanical theories are used to model the intensity noise.
The two theories predict similar levels of intensity noise at low injection currents; at higher injection
currents where quantum noise sources not included in the semiclassical theory play a role, the noise
predictions of the two theories deviate. In particular, the semiclassical theory predicts noise below the
shot noise level at high injection currents, even when the injection current carries the full shot noise.

Both theories generally predict lower levels of intensity noise than that which is measured; the single
mode theories do not account for longitudinal mode competition noise. Thus we conclude that
longitudinal mode competition is a significant source of intensity noise even when the side modes are
suppressed below the main mode more than 30 dB. Thus a multimode theory may be necessary to
effectively model the intensity noise of semiconductor lasers. 
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ABSTRACT

Intensity fluctuations (intensity noise) at 25 MHz o f two semiconductor lasers are 
studied experimentally and theoretically. At this frequency two sources o f  intensity noise 
can be examined; quantum noise and noise originating from longitudinal mode 
competition. This latter source o f  noise occurs when more than one longitudinal mode 
competes for laser power.

The intensity fluctuations for a free running laser diode (with no external optical 
feedback) and an external cavity laser (with external optical feedback) are measured as a 
function o f  injection current. An experimental value for the shot noise limit (the standard 
limit predicted by quantum mechanics) is also obtained, and all laser noise measurements 
are compared with this limit. We find that at twice the threshold injection current, the 
intensity noise o f  the free running laser is only 3.5 dB above the shot noise limit, and that 
o f the external cavity laser 5 dB above the shot noise limit.

The ratio o f  the intensities o f  the main longitudinal mode to the side longitudinal 
modes is measured for both lasers, also as a function o f  injection current. We find that 
the intensity noise is decreased when the side modes are suppressed.

Single mode semiclassical and fully quantum mechanical theories are used to model 
the intensity noise. The two theories predict similar levels o f  intensity noise at low  
injection currents; at higher injection currents where quantum noise sources not included 
in the semiclassical theory play a role, the noise predictions o f  the two theories deviate. In 
particular, the semiclassical theory predicts noise below the shot noise level at high 
injection currents, even when the injection current carries the full shot noise.

Both theories generally predict lower levels o f  intensity noise than that which is 
measured; the single mode theories do not account for longitudinal mode competition 
noise. Thus w e conclude that longitudinal mode competition is a significant source o f  
intensity noise even when the side modes are suppressed below the main mode more than 
30 dB. Thus a multimode theory may be necessary to effectively model the intensity noise 
o f  semiconductor lasers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Intensity fluctuations, although often small, are always present in a continuous wave 

(cw) laser beam. The sources o f this “intensity noise” are numerous, and vary with laser type 

and structure, pumping level, and frequency o f the fluctuations. In order to suppress the 

intensity fluctuations, an understanding o f the noise mechanisms in the laser is crucial. An 

understanding o f  the fluctuations is also interesting from classical and quantum optical 

viewpoints.

An off-the-shelf semiconductor laser, operated above threshold, will have optical 

intensity noise 5 to 7 orders o f magnitude below its cw intensity level (Fig. 1.1). As the 

demand for laser diodes grows, however, applications increasingly exist which require even 

lower levels o f intensity noise. In coherent optical communications, for example, intensity noise 

in the local oscillator can increase the bit-error rate at the receiver.1 The visibility o f the fringe 

patterns from high precision interferometers and the sensitivity o f spectroscopic techniques can 

also be augmented with a decrease in intensity noise.2,3

In this thesis we present intensity noise measurements for two different types o f 

semiconductor lasers. Both o f these lasers are presently employed in industrial and research 

projects worldwide. The fundamental quantum noise limit, predicted by the Heisenberg
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uncertainty principle, is also determined experimentally. All laser noise measurements are 

compared with this fundamental limit.

/ \

^  4CO

Figure 1.1. The optical intensity noise o f a semiconductor laser is 5 to 7 orders o f  
magnitude below the cw optical intensity level.

In addition, both a semiclassical and a fully quantum mechanical theoretical model o f  

the intensity noise are used to model the experimental data. These models allow us to test not 

only to the accuracy o f the theoretical formalisms, but also to gain insight into the sources o f  

the intensity noise. In particular, the effects o f quantum noise sources are investigated.

This thesis is organized into four chapters. In this first chapter we present background 

material to support and motivate this thesis project. A brief introduction to semiconductor
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lasers is given and the main features o f the intensity noise spectrum introduced. The standard 

quantum limit, with which we compare all our noise measurements, is discussed. Finally a 

short review o f previous work done on laser diode intensity noise in the frequency range 1-100 

MHz is given, with comments on the relevance o f  this work.

Chapter 2 is devoted to both the semiclassical and the quantum theories o f the intensity 

noise. The third and fourth chapters discuss experiments and results o f  intensity noise 

measurements. Chapter 3 deals with a free running laser diode (with no external optical 

feedback) and Chapter 4 with an external cavity laser diode (with external optical feedback). 

We end with a short conclusion in Chapter 5.

Semiconductor Laser Basics

The simplest semiconductor laser is a forward biased p-n junction with cleaved ends 

(Fig. 1,2). The end surfaces act as partially reflecting mirrors and form the laser resonator. 

Electrons are pumped, by means o f a constant dc current, into the conduction band, and 

“holes” are left behind in the valence band. When an electron in the conduction band decays 

back down to a hole in the valence band, via stimulated or spontaneous emission, a photon is 

generated. Typical dimensions o f  the laser are 300 x 200 x 100 (pm)3, much smaller than most 

other types o f  lasers; the lasing itself takes place right at the p-n junction, in an “active region” 

usually only 0.5 to 5 |im thick. Most lasers today incorporate an additional layer o f a slightly
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different bandgap material between the p and n layers. As discussed in Chapter 3, this helps to 

confine the carriers to a smaller region.

c u r r e n tm e t a l
c o n t a c t

c l e a v e d
s u r f a c e

Figure 1.2. Semiconductor laser.

Because the conduction and valence bands are not discrete states, the gain profile o f a 

semiconductor laser is exceptionally broad (Fig. 1.3). The gain profile shows the optical gain 

o f the laser as a function o f frequency (or wavelength). Due to the cavity resonances which 

occur when the length o f the cavity I  is an integral number o f half wavelengths, the laser will 

prefer to operate at certain “longitudinal modes”. The longitudinal “side modes”, however, 

will never be completely suppressed. The doping level, laser structure, and pump level will all 

affect the magnitude o f these side modes.
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gain
lasing

mode

a A A A A a a

longitudinal
side modes

Figure 1.3. Longitudinal side modes exist due to the broad gain profile o f  the 
semiconductor laser, and the resonances o f  the laser cavity.

Intensity Noise Spectrum

The main features o f the intensity noise spectrum of a laser diode operating above 

threshold are shown in Fig. 1.4. Below I MHz the noise is dominated by flicker noise. This 

noise leads to a characteristic 1/f fall-off (straight line on the log-log plot). Flicker noise is 

found in such diverse phenomena as the human heartbeat,4 the relationship between intensity 

and pitch in music,4 the current noise in a transistor,4 and the intensity noise o f a laser diode.5 

The origin o f flicker noise is poorly understood, although chaos theory has made some 

progress.6

On the upper end o f the spectrum, the noise is dominated by relaxation oscillations.7’8



In a semiconductor laser it takes significantly longer to pump carriers into the active region (or 

to create a population inversion) than it takes for photons, on average, to leave the laser cavity. 

These two rates, coupled with the nonlinear dynamics o f the laser’s exponential growth, can 

lead to turn on/tum off, behavior in the laser intensity. Thus a small fluctuation in either the 

carrier number or photon number will set up a “relaxation oscillation”, which leads to a 

resonant condition with its peak frequency between 500 MHz and 10 GHz.

f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e  
of  i n t e r e s t  

1 - 1 0 0  MHz

I / f  n o i s e
r e l a x a t i o n

o s c i l l a t i o n s

100 1000

F r e q u e n c y  (MHz)

Figure 1.4. Intensity noise spectrum of a semiconductor laser.

The third regime (referred to as the low-frequency regime), and with which this thesis 

is concerned, is from I MHz to 100 MHz. Because the tail o f the relaxation oscillations



becomes less prominent below 100 MHz and flicker noise occurs at frequencies below I MHz, 

two other noise sources can be studied. These are quantum and longitudinal side mode noise 

sources, which will dominate in the 1-100 MHz range at high pump levels. (The relaxation 

oscillation resonance frequency will shift to higher frequencies with an increase in the pump 

rate.)7

Although recent attention has been given to the mechanisms by which longitudinal 

side modes can increase the intensity noise o f  a semiconductor laser, significant 

uncertainty about this issue remains. In the case o f  mode partitioning, whereby the main 

mode and its side modes trade energy amongst themselves (if at any instant the intensity o f  

the main mode decreases, the intensity o f  one or more side modes increases), the total 

intensity noise o f  the laser will either remain the same or increase. I f the trading o f energy 

is complete, such that the increase in power o f  one mode can exactly cancel the decrease 

in power o f  the other mode or modes, the total intensity noise will remain the same.9 I f on 

the other hand the trading o f  energy amongst the modes is not Complete, or if  there are 

frequency dependent losses within the cavity, the fluctuations o f  the individul modes in the 

output beam will not not completely cancel one another. In this case the total intensity 

noise will increase.10,11 Hole burning and other nonlinear gain mechanisms determine the 

degree o f  correlation between the modes.12 A  second mechansim by which side modes 

can add to the total intensity noise in this frequency range involves the shifting o f  side 

mode relaxation oscillations to lower frequencies.13 This is facilitated by the coupling o f

the side modes to the main mode.
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The intensity noise spectrum shown in Fig. 1.4 is for a laser pumped by an ideal, 

noise free controller (an ideal current or voltage source). Electromagnetic induction, 

however, from outside or inside the controller, can add electrical noise to the injection 

current. This in turn adds noise to the laser output. The controller must therefore be well 

shielded from the environment, and care must be taken to prevent “cross talk” between 

internal electronic components. Appendix A  shows noise spectra for lasers being pumped 

by a well shielded battery, as well as by two non-ideal commercial controllers.

The Shot Noise Limit (SNLj

In this thesis, experimental intensity noise measurements are compared with the 

“standard quantum limit” for intensity noise. The standard quantum limit is the noise 

associated with photon fluctuations which exhibit a Poisson distribution. The variance o f  

the Poisson distribution gives the uncertainly in the number o f photons (AP) as14

AP = VF, (1.1)

where P  is the average number o f  photons detected in some measured time interval T. 

Particularly important is the coherent state o f  light, which in addition to possessing photon 

fluctuations with a Poisson distribution, also possesses photon and phase uncertainties 

which are at the minimum allowed by the uncertainty principle.

When photons with a Poissonian distribution impinge on a photodetector, they 

create an electrical current which we say is at the “shot noise limit” (SNL). The photon
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statistics are transferred to the electrons, and therefore the electrons also have a 

Poissonian distribution. The variance o f  the shot noise o f  an electrical current can be 

found from Poissonian statistics and the definition o f  an electric current to be15

AI = JlqfB,  (1.2)

with q the charge o f  an electron and B the bandwidth corresponding to . The shot

noise limit given by Eq. (1.2) will be the standard to which all o f  our noise measurements 

will be compared.

Recent Research

The intensity noise o f  semiconductor lasers has been studied theoretically since 1967,16 

and experimentally since 1977.17 Because o f the many parameters involved in the theory, and 

the difficulty in obtaining accurate values for these parameters, a relatively small portion o f  

these studies compare theory and experiment. Our goal in this thesis was to obtain a detailed 

comparison o f theory and experiment. Tb further this end, the parameters for the lasers 

discussed in this thesis are clearly derived or referenced. Then, the experimental intensity noise 

measurements made for the two different types o f diode lasers are modeled, using both 

semiclassical and quantum theories.

The semiclassical Langevin laser theory discussed in this thesis was developed by Lax 

and Louisell in 1967,18,19 and extended to the semiconductor laser by Henry in 1986.20 The 

theory has mainly been used to analyze high frequency relaxation oscillations7 as well as the
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laser linewidth 21 In this thesis the semiclassical theory is used to model intensity noise in the 

low-frequency regime (1-100 MHz); we find that the theory models our intensity noise 

measurements best when the side mode suppression is high, and relaxation oscillation noise is 

dominant. In this case the effects o f mode partitioning, and quantum effects not modeled by 

the theory, are small.

The formulation o f a fully quantum mechanical Langevin theory for the intensity noise 

o f a semiconductor laser, was completed by Yamamoto et al. also in 1986.22 This quantum 

formulation was spurred on by Yamamoto and his coworker’s discovery o f  sub-shot noise 

light, generated from highly efficient laser diodes pumped by a low noise injection current23 

To model this nonclassical light, the Langevin noise terms which are quantum in origin, were 

properly accounted for in this fully quantum mechanical theory. Since then, several groups, 

have generated sub-shot-noise (or squeezed) light using laser diodes,10’24’25 and some have 

successfully modeled their results using the quantum theory.24’25 By using the quantum and 

semiclassical theories to model our intensity noise measurements taken for two different types 

o f lasers, we will establish even further the validity o f all aspects o f the quantum theory.

To generate photons with sub-Poissonian statistics, various types o f  laser diodes, in 

conjunction with different techniques (liquid nitrogen cooling, for example), have been 

utilized.10’23'25 In contrast, we measure the intensity noise o f an off-the-shelf diode laser, 

pumped by a commercial controller at room temperature. At injection currents o f just twice 

threshold, the intensity noise is 5.5 dB above the SNL. The intensity noise o f  this same laser in 

a simple optical feedback configuration is also measured. The intensity noise is decreased from 

that o f  the free running laser (the solitary laser) by 10 dB just above threshold, and by 2.5 dB at
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twice threshold. These results show that diode lasers, operated under the conditions employed 

for most practical applications, can also exhibit low levels o f  intensity noise in this low  

frequency regime.



CHAPTER 2

THE LANGEVIN RATE EQUATIONS

In this chapter, Langevin rate equations are used to develop both a semiclassical 

and fully quantum mechanical expression for the intensity noise o f  a semiconductor laser.

In the semiclassical semiconductor laser theory the energy exchange between the carriers 

and the photons is discrete, and the electromagnetic field is described as a classical wave. 

The fully quantum mechanical semiconductor laser theory again describes the energy 

exchange as being discrete, but models the electromagnetic field quantum mechanically (as 

having both wave-like as well as particle-like characteristics). Differences in the 

derivation o f  both approaches are discussed, and the results quantitatively compared. In 

both cases the Langevin noise terms are at the heart o f  the laser intensity noise.

In order to simplify this theoretical analysis, the rate equations used here as a 

starting point for the derivation o f the intensity noise, do not include an equation for the 

dipole moment o f  the laser, medium. The equation for the dipole moment has been 

adiabatically eliminated;22,26 this can be done because the dipole decay rate is much faster 

than both the photon and carrier decay rates. With the exception o f  our discussion o f  the 

noise processes in the laser, which requires proper consideration o f  dipole moment 

fluctuations, w e will assume that the light interacts with the carriers instantaneously.
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The theories presented here are for a laser with one longitudinal mode (as well as 

one spatial mode). As discussed in Chapter I o f  this thesis (Semiconductor Laser B asics! 

however, multiple longitudinal modes usually exist in a semiconductor laser. We will see 

in Chapters 3 and 4 that the effects o f  multiple modes lead to differences between our 

experimental results and theoretical predictions.

Semiclassical Laneevin Rate Equations

In a semiclassical description o f a semiconductor laser, the light inside the laser 

cavity has a definite energy. In this section, that energy will be expressed as

E = P T lcol , (2 .1)

where P  represents the number o f photons inside the laser cavity and Tkd l is the energy o f  

each photon. N ote that although the exchange o f  energy between the carriers and the light 

inside the cavity is quantized, P  is a continuous quantity in this semiclasscial theory. P  is 

used as a convenient measure o f  the light inside the cavity only, and does not imply that 

the light is composed o f  discrete units. This would require the full quantum theory 

discussed in the next section.

The single mode rate equations for the number o f photons P and the number o f  

carriers N  inside the laser cavity are27

P = ( G - — )P + Rsp+Fp(t)
T P

(2.2a)
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N = - -  —  -G P + F N(t). (2.2b)

In Eq. (2.2a) the term GP represents the exponential growth rate o f  the photons due to 

gain, — — the photon loss rate from the laser cavity, Rsp the rate o f  spontaneous emission

into the lasing mode, and FpftJ the random fluctuations in these three processes. The rate 

equation for N  includes terms accounting for the rate at which carriers are pumped into

N
the active region I/g, the rate o f  spontaneous carrier recom bination------- , the rate o f

r sp

stimulated photon emission -GP, and the fluctuations in these processes Fi/t).

More specifically rsp is the spontaneous recombination lifetime, and represents the 

average time an electron remains in the conduction band before spontaneously decaying, 

either radiatively or nonradiatively, back down to the valence band. The photon life time 

xp accounts for the lifetimes Ti and Te, associated with the internal and external losses.

such that

L  = L + 1
T_ T1 T,

(2.3)

Internal losses include carrier scattering at p-n junctions and carrier absorption, while the 

external losses comprise the laser output. The current into the active region is denoted by 

I  and the charge o f  an electron by q.

G, the gain, is expressed as

G =C c(N -N 0). (2-4)
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In this expression a  is the gain coefficient and N0 the number o f  earners needed to achieve 

transparency (population inversion). A self saturation term (proportional to P) is not included 

in G; its contribution to the intensity noise is insignificant in our case.

Equation (2.5a) shows that the noise processes are indeed random, as they average to zero 

over time. The delta function in Eq. (2.5b) implies that the fluctuations are Markovian; 

that is, the fluctuations are completely uncorrelated in time. The D / s  are the diffusion 

coefficients, and give the magnitude o f  the fluctuations.

In the semiclassical model, the steady processes affecting P  and N  (given by the 

terms in the rate equations) are modeled as discrete random events. Because random

events have a Poissonian distribution, the D / s  account for shot noise level fluctuations o f
I

these processes (see The Shot Noise Limit in Ch. I o f this thesis). Found by classical 

statistical arguments or by applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to the Langevin 

rate equations, the diffusion coefficients are27

The Langevin noise sources Fp(t) and F^t) account for the random fluctuations in

P  and N. They satisfy the conditions28,29

( W = o

(FiWFj( O ) = I D ijS i t - O .

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

A>/> -RspP (2.6a)

(2.6b)

N
D NN  =  R spP  +  —  ■

sp

(2.6c)
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Dpp and Dnn represent the magnitude o f  the random fluctuations for all steady state 

processes affecting P  and N. The magnitude o f  the fluctuations in P, which are 

anticorrelated with fluctuations in TV, are represented by DpN. Appendix B shows the 

diffusion terms rewritten in terms o f  these processes.

To solve the nonlinear coupled rate equations for P  and TV, a small-signal 

approximation is used for the variation from steady state. We let P, TV, and G vary from 

their steady state values by amounts SPtSN, and SG; where SP, SN, SG « P ,  TV, G. 

Keeping only linear terms in SP, SN, SG (final results show S P /P « 1 0 7), the resulting 

equations are

SP = -T pSP + aPSN + FP{t) . (2.7a)

SN = -T nSN -  GSP + Ftl(P). (2.7b)

In obtaining Eq. (2.7a) w e let G = aSN from Eq. (2.4), and used the steady state form o f

Eq (2 2a) to solve for (G -  — ). The photon and carrier fluctuation decay rates, />  and
t P

Fn , are defined as27

Tp = ^ -  (2.8a)
p P

Tn = - + aP.  (2.8b)
T  sp

(Recall that these are the two different decay rates for P and TV which are responsible for 

the relaxation oscillations discussed in Chapter I .) Applying the fourier transform
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SP(G))= jS P ^ e ^ d t  (2.9)

to Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b) (the intensity noise will be measured per unit bandwidth), gives 

(Tp + i(o)8P((o) -  aP8N(G>) = Fp(W) (2 .10a)

(r„  + iw)SN(w) +. GSP(W) = Fn(w). (2.1 Ob)

(Note that in order to obtain the fourier transform o f  SPand SN in Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b), 

w e used for example the relationship SP(t) = J SP(w)eimd t , so that. SP = iwSP.) For

frequencies less than 100 MHz and injection currents larger than threshold, terms in w can 

be dropped: they contribute less than 2% to the final result.

The spectral noise density for the photons inside the cavity is defined as30 -

St (V) = (2.11a)

The noise density is measured only at positive frequencies, and therefore Eq. (2.11a) 

represents the single-sided noise density. Solving for Sp(w) using Eqs. (2.10a) and (2.10b) 

w e find

SP(w) =
Iim

T —> OQ2

Tl^5Fp(w ,T f)  + a 2P^8FN(w ,T f )  

(TpTn + G aPf

2aPTNt\FP(w,T)FN(w,Tf) 
(TpTw + G aPf

Using the Wiener-Khinchin theorem we can write30

(2.11b)
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Iim
T —̂  oo

CO

l\SFi{(o,T)5FJ(Q},T)  ̂= \{dFi(t)5Fj {t + T ))eia>z d z . (2.11c)

The delta functions in the Langevin correlation functions, Eq. (2.5b), collapse the integral 

on the right side ofEq. (2.11c), and we find

IXT2nDpp + CC2P2Dm  + I ccPTnDpn]
Sp(G)) (TpYn + G aP f

(2 .12)

This is our expression for the spectral photon noise o f  the photons inside the laser cavity.

Next, w e find the spectral noise density for the light intensity outside the laser 

cavity. The spectral noise density for the light outside the laser cavity, S0(G)), in units o f  

W2ZEiz, can be written in terms o f  Sp((o) as

S0(G)) -  (— %(oL)2Sp(COi). 
T

(2 1 3 )

Here, Tkol is the energy o f  each photon. Finally, to normalize S0(Co) to the SNL, we note

that the rate o f  photons emerging from the laser which are associated with the shot noise

i
with units o f  Hz1/2. (This can"be found from Eq. (1.1), letting T=IHB with B=\

Z2P V/2

Hz). The shot noise density, Sm0 in units OfW2ZHz, is related to P  by 

Ssnl = ' (2.14)

Substituting Sp(co)  from Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.13), and dividing by Sm  from Eq. (2.14), 

w e arrive at an expression for the output spectral noise density normalized to the shot 

noise density
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j SNL

2_  

T _

f I ' 1 ^—  +  a P
2

D p p  +  U 2 P 2 D m  +  2 a P
f  I ■ ^—  +  u  P D P N

\ ' l s p  / Vjp J
I G 2 U 2 P i

(2 15)

where only the dominant term in the denominator has been kept.

In our experiment and in many applications, the laser’s optical power is converted 

to an electrical signal via a photodiode and rf spectrum analyzer. The mathematical steps 

taken in Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15) are equivalent to these experimental operations. In the rest o f  

this thesis, S0(Oa) will be referred to as the intensity noise o f  the laser and S0(co)/S snl as the 

intensity noise normalized to the SNL.

Quantum Mechanical Rate Equations

The quantum mechanical Langevin rate equations used to derive an expression for 

the intensity noise o f  a semiconductor laser, give the time rate o f  change o f  the electric

field annihilation and carrier number operators, A and N . (The electric field operator A 

is used in this case instead o f  the photon number operator AtA , in order to appropriately 

couple noise terms as discussed below). The Heisenburg representation o f  the laser 

system is thereby employed, where the operators evolve in time and the wavefunction o f  

the system remains constant in time.

The rate equations for the electric field and carrier number operators A and N



= -1 [J - + I j ( O )  -  (O0)  -  4 - (if,- -  yiv)]A + M (0 + OT(r) + f( t)  (2 .16a)
^ jt/

—  = —  - G P  + f (0  + T1(I) + f  (/). (2.16b)
dt q Tsp

■ I
In the rate equation for the field annihilation operator A , the first term —  accounts

TP

for internal and external (output) photon losses. These losses are the same as those 

described in the semiclassical theoiy by Eq. (2.3). The laser oscillation frequency and the 

laser atomic resonance frequencies are given by o) and %. The second term therefore 

denotes the change in phase o f  the electric field due to the “detuning” (O O 0). In the third 

term, imaginary and real parts o f  the susceptibility operator, operators representing the 

gain and the dispersion o f  the system respectively, are given by %. and %r, and the index

o f  refraction o f  the laser medium by //.. The Langevin noise operators M(t), m(t), and

f ( t ) , represent the fluctuations in the above three processes involving the electric field.

The first three terms in the rate equation for the operator N represent the same 

processes as those in the semiclassical rate equation for the number o f  carriers N. The first

term — gives the rate o f  carriers injected into the active region by the pump, the second 
Q

N ■term —  the rate o f  spontaneous carrier recombination, and the third term GP the rate

o f carriers lost due to stimulated emission. The Langevin noise terms are not grouped 

together as one term as in the semiclassical case (F^t) in Eq. (2.2b)), but are separated
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into 3 noise operators f  (/), F7 (t) , and F sp(F). These terms represent the fluctuations o f

the above three processes involving the carriers.

The six noise operators satisfy similar conditions as those o f  the corresponding 

semiclassical Langevin noise terms. The expectation value o f  each operator averages to 

zero over time. The correlation functions for the operators are delta correlated in time, 

and have the general form22,29

(6 ,( f ) 6 /n )  = 2Dqqdr(f-f') (2.17)

where Oi and Oj are two Langevin noise operators.

The reservoir theory o f  a semiconductor laser is used to model the noise processes 

o f the laser (Fig. 2 .1).26,29 In this theory discrete loss or gain processes to or from systems 

o f  interest are modeled by “system-reservoir” interactions. For example, as shown in Fig. 

2.1, the internal field o f  the laser experiences loss through the output ports o f  the laser. 

There are fluctuations in the loss rate due to the discrete nature o f  the photons. These 

fluctuations are represented by the Langevin noise operator f  in the rate equations in Eq. 

(2.16a), and describe the internal field system interacting with the external loss reservoir. 

As another example, the Langevin noise operator f  represents the interaction between the 

reservoir associated with atomic collisions and the carrier system. (The dipole moment 

system has been adiabatically eliminated as discussed at the beginning o f this chapter.) 

The other noise operators model system reservoirs in a similar manner.
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Figure 2.1. The reservoir model for the noise processes o f the semiconductor laser.

In the rate equation (2.16a), m and /  represent fluctuations due to the interaction 

between the internal field system and the internal and output loss reservoirs. The 

operators Ysp and f ,  in Eq. (2.16b) represent fluctuations due to the interactions between

the carrier system and the reservoirs associated with spontaneous recombination and the 

pump. The magnitudes o f  all these noise processes can be determined from the 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The diffusion coefficients in Eq. (2.17) for the operators, 

/n , / ,  and Fjp are then given by22
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Dm Sr,
(2.18a)

D  =  —  

Sri

_ { n )

’ 2 r ,

(2.18b)

(2.18c)

The diffusion coefficient for the pump noise ranges from D r^  = O t o  DTiTi =
2 q ’

and will be discussed in a separate section below.

The noise operators M and f  represent the fluctuations o f  the internal field and 

carrier systems with the reservoir associated with atomic collisions. These loss (or gain) 

processes occur via the dipole moment system as shown in Fig. 2 .1. Therefore atomic 

collisions in the laser medium, which cause dipole dephasing, are the noise source o f  the

reservoir-system interactions represented by M and T . The diffusion coefficients for the 

correlation function o f  these operators are given by22

» » , =  ! « [ ( * ) +JV„] <2 1 9 a>

Z>rr=i a [ ( " ) +W ' K ' ) '  <219b )

As illustrated by Fig. 2.1, each dipole moment fluctuation affects both the photon field and 

the carriers. Also, for each carrier lost from the carrier system, by means o f the dipole 

moment system, a photon is added to the internal field system. This means that the noise
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operators M and f  are correlated. The diffusion coefficient for the correlation o f  M 

and T is given by22

D«r = + a1 F ) '  (219=)

Due to the fluctuations in the output coupling represented by the noise operator 

f , the output field o f  the laser is not directly proportional to the internal field o f  the laser. 

Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between the output field flux operator r and the internal 

field operator A .22,31 The fluctuations represented by the external field output coupling

operator f e, which is related to the internal field output coupling noise operator f  by

/  =
\ T s p J

(2 .20)

are added to the internal field such that

r = ~fe + A.
Kr spy

(2 .21)
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Figure 2.2. Theoretical laser model showing the operators for the internal field A , the 
external vacuum field flux f e, and the external output field flux r .

The derivation for the intensity noise normalized to the SNL, ^  , is similar to
ŜNL

that for the semiclassical case and given in reference [22]. The two main differences in the 

derivations are the use o f the electric field operator in the quantum derivation (instead o f 

an operator for the photon number) and the incorporation o f  the output coupling noise in 

obtaining the output field from the internal field.

From the derivation outlined in reference [22], we find the final result for the 

intensity noise normalized to the SNL to be
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4u p Ia) {  —  +  a P  
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I G 2U2P i IG 2U2P i
(2 .22)

with the difiiision coefficients given by Eqs.(2.18a-c) and (2 .19a-c). The magnitude o f  the 

correlation function for the injection current is discussed in the next section.

Equations (2.15) and (2.22) are the semiclassical and quantum versions o f  the

quantity w e measure experimentally, , the intensity noise normalized to the SNL.
Ssnl

Using Appendix C, in which we have rewritten the semiclassical Langevin diffusion 

coefficients in more intuitive forms, one can compare Eqs. (2.15) and (2.22). With just 

two exceptions, all terms in the semiclassical expression have a corresponding quantum 

mechanical analogue.

The first term in Eq. (2.22), which contains the field diffusion coefficients, 

corresponds to the first term in Eq. (2.15) exactly. (We replace Dpp in Eq. (2.15) with the 

expression given by Eq. (C.5)). Term two in Eq. (2.22) is due to the external output
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coupling noise operator —f e, and does not have a corresponding term in Eq. (2.15). The

semiclassical theory does not include an external output coupling noise term, as the 

internal photon number fluctuations are directly proportional to the external photon 

number fluctuations. The third term in Eq. (2.22), which contains the carrier number 

diffusion coefficients, corresponds to the second term in Eq. (2.15) exactly.

Although the fourth term in Eq. (2.22) containing the cross correlation diffusion 

coefficient corresponds to the third term in Eq. (2.15), they are not exactly equal to one 

another. This is because in the quantum theory the photon system is coupled to the carrier

system only via the reservoir associated with atomic collisions (^M (f)f(f')^ ^ 0 ) . In the

semiclassical theory however, the photons and carriers are coupled not only by atomic
I

collisions, but also by the external and internal photon losses. The latter coupling process 

means that for every photon lost through the output port o f  the laser or internally, a 

carrier will recombine and create a photon. Thus there is an “extra” term in the

P
semiclassical cross correlation diffusion coefficient proportional to —=— (Eq. C .l l) ,

Tp

which is not present in the quantum theory.

Pump Noise

The noise operator T1 represents the noise o f  the pump reservoir interacting with 

the carrier system. Fluctuations in the diode impedance are the source o f  this noise.22,32
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If the injection current is generated by a “voltage source”, the injection current 

electrons will have a Poissonian distribution in time, and the pump noise operator F7 will 

add the shot noise o f  the pump to the carrier system. This configuration is depicted 

schematically in Fig. 2.3. A voltage source has a small source resistance, Rs «  Rl , and 

fluctuations in the diode impedance will be transferred to the electrons in the injection 

current (V=I(RS+R[J). The interaction o f the laser, and a pump with shot noise statistics,

is given by the diffusion coefficient o f the pump noise operator f ,  as

< / >
(2.23a)

V
\ >  'VV'^

r L »  R s  V s R , _ « R s

Pum ping by a 
vo ltage source

Pumping by a 
cu rren t source

Figure 2.3. Schematic o f  a diode laser pumped by a constant voltage and constant current 
sources.
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If the injection current is generated by a “current source”, the pump noise operator will 

not add any noise to the carrier system. As shown in Fig 2.3 RL« R S for a current source 

and fluctuations in the diode resistance will have a negligible effect on the current. Then 

diode impedance fluctuations will not dominate over the mutual coulombic repulsion o f  

the electrons, and the electrons will arrive at the laser at essentially regular time intervals. 

The dominant noise source in this case is thermal noise, which is more than 2 orders o f

4-k TB
magnitude smaller than the calculated shot noise for the pump — -—  «  2q(l)B , thus the

R

diffusion coefficient can effectively be set to zero,

Dr1T1 = 0 .  (2.23b)

The quantum mechanical theoretical intensity noise ^  given by Eq. (2.22),
ŜNL

both with and without pump noise, is plotted in Fig. 2.4. Appendix B gives values for the 

parameters used in the theory; they are the same as those determined for the diode laser 

discussed in Chapter 3. When the magnitude o f  the pump noise is given by Eq. (2.23a) 

(voltage source), the intensity noise o f  the laser approaches the SNL for high pump rates; 

the statistics o f  the electrons are transferred to the photons. When there is no pump noise 

(current source), the intensity noise drops below the SNL at high pump rates.

e»



-----Quantum Theory with Pump Noise
-----Quantum Theory without Pump Noise

O 20

R =  l / l t h  -  I

Figure 2.4. The quantum mechanical theoretical intensity noise for the cases when the 
pump noise is zero and when it is at the SNL R is the normalized threshold injection 
current; I  is the injection current and /,* the threshold injection current.

Quantitative Comparison

The intensity noise as a function o f  injection current for the semiclassical and 

quantum theories are shown Fig. 2.5. The two single mode theories agree at low injection 

currents where relaxation oscillations dominate (see Intensity Noise Spectrum in Chapter 

I o f  this thesis). The two theories begin to deviate at injection currents near 1.5 times 

threshold (#=0.5), and the semiclassical theory drops below the SNL at 1.7 times
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threshold (R=O l). The low level o f intensity noise predicted by semiclassical theory at

p
higher pump rates is due in large part to the inclusion o f ------ in the cross correlation

TP

diffusion coefficient (see the last paragraph before the section Pump noise above, and Eq.

(C U )) .

ry (no pump noiseJ 
"heory (no pump noise)

R =  l / l t h  -  I
Figure 2.5. The theoretical quantum (solid line) and semiclassical (dashed line) intensity 
noise as a function o f  injection current. Neither theory includes pump noise.
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CHAPTERS

SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

In this chapter the experimental setup and procedure for intensity noise measurements 

o f a free running laser diode are discussed. “Free running” here means that the laser cavity has 

not been altered by optical elements placed external to the diode (as will be the case in Chapter 

4). The experimental results are presented and modeled with both the semiclassical and 

quantum mechanical theoretical expressions from Chapter 2.

Laser Diode

The laser discussed in this chapter is Sharp's model LT025M D 0 which operates at a 

nominal power o f  30 mW. The active region, the region o f the diode in which the carriers and 

light are concentrated, is GaAlAs, and the band gap o f  this material gives a lasing wavelength 

o f 788 run. A  highly reflective coating has been put on the back surface o f  the laser (97% 

reflective) and an antireflective (AR) coating on the front surface (0.65% reflective nonideal 

AR coating). Thus almost all o f the light is emitted from the front surface.

These lasers have a double buried heterostructure as shown in Fig. 3.1. This means 

that the active region is surrounded on all sides by slightly different semiconductor materials (in



this case GaAs with different aluminum dopant levels). The layers above and below the active 

region have a larger bandgap than that o f the active region which helps to confine the carriers. 

Additionally, the material to the sides o f the active region has a higher index o f refraction than 

that o f the active region, producing a waveguiding effect that helps to confine the light. 

Therefore, a double buried heterostructure keeps a high concentration o f  both carriers and light 

in the active region, thus improving the efficiency o f the laser.

The temperature o f the laser was maintained at 20.0°C ± 0.1 °C using an ILX model 

LDT-5412 temperature controller. The current was ramped from just above threshold to twice 

threshold using an ILX model LDX-3620 low noise current controller.

33

injection current

heterostructure layers

^  (light emitted 
out of the page)buried layer

GaAIAs active region

Figure 3.1. The double buried heterostructure semiconductor laser used in this first 
intensity noise experiment.
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Laser Intensity Noise Measurements

Figure 3.2 shows the experimental setup for measuring the intensity noise o f the laser 

diode. A Hamamatsu model S3994 photodiode was used to detect the laser beam. Although 

this detector has only a 3 dB bandwidth o f 30 MHz, it has a high quantum efficiency o f 92% at 

788 nm as well as a large I cm x I cm active region for excellent saturation properties. A high 

quantum efficiency means that photons incident on the detector have a high probability o f 

generating an electron for the output current.

source

vary distance

B ias-T

40 dB gain

Temp, control

Computer

48 volts

HP3589
Spectrum
Analyzer

Figure 3.2. Experimental setup used to measure the laser intensity noise at 25 MHz.
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The photodiode was followed by a bias-T which separated the ac and the dc parts o f  

the electrical signal. The ac signal then passed through three low noise electronic amplifiers 

(one Anzac model AM-117 with a gain o f  8 dB and two Anzac models AM-112 with gains o f  

16 dB), and into an HP3589A rf spectrum analyzer. The noise floor o f  the three cascaded 

amplifiers was -126 dBm/Hz while that o f the spectrum analyzer was -140 dBm/Hz. A noise 

function option on the analyzer then gave us our result, at a frequency o f  25 MHz, in dBm/Hz. 

The dc current generated by the photodiode was measured in mA on a low noise, hand held 

multimeter. As will be discussed below, this dc current level was used to normalize our 

intensity noise measurements to the shot noise level (SNL) and as a reference for detector 

saturation.

Measurement o f the Shot Noise Level

To normalize to the SNL, the noise power density o f the laser was compared with that 

o f a low quantum efficiency light emitting diode (LED). An LED is also a semiconductor 

which emits photons when pumped by an electrical current, but unlike a laser diode, it is not an 

optical resonator. (Quantum efficiency in this case means the ability o f  an electron, from the 

injection current to generate a photon.) There is no optical feedback and thus no stimulated 

emission; all the photons are spontaneously emitted. Although the light emitted by an LED 

does not have a well defined phase and therefore is not coherent light (see Shot Noise Limit in 

Ch. I o f  this thesis), the statistics o f the randomly generated photons are Poissonian. The 

intensity noise o f  the LED is therefore at the shot noise limit (SNL).
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The LED injection current was varied, and the noise power density at 25 MHz o f the 

LED measured for different dc photodiode current levels. Because the dc photodiode current 

is proportional to the square root o f the dc electrical power (P=I2R), and because the LED is 

shot noise limited, a plot o f its noise power density vs. dc current yields a straight line (the 

noise power is proportional to (Al)2 and (Al)2 oc I from Eq. 1.2 ). This data is shown as +'s in 

Fig. 3.3, and a least squares fit to these points shown by the solid line. The SNL of the laser, 

for a particular photodiode current level, is then found by multiplying its dc photodiode current

level by the slope o f this line.

2.5x10

j 10 15 20 2
DC photodiode current (mA)

Figure 3.3. The shot noise o f an LED at 25 MHz is proportional to the dc photodiode 
current, as shown by the + ’s. The triangles show the detector can saturate at 25 MHz 
if  the beam is focused too tightly.
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Experimental Precautions Taken

To verify that thermal noise from the ILX current controller was not adding additional 

noise to the laser (and LED), two steps were taken. First, the intensity noise o f the laser was 

measured using a well shielded battery and potentiometer circuit as a current source. At 

several injection currents intensity noise measurements were identical to those obtained with 

the ILX controller. Second, 40 mA of current from the ILX controller was sent directly 

through our cascaded amplifiers to the spectrum analyzer. The noise from the controller could 

then be compared with the calculated shot noise for this same amount o f  current. We found 

the noise o f the controller current to be more than 10 dB below the SNL for the current.

The saturation properties o f the photodiode were frequency dependent. To be sure 

that we were operating in the linear regime o f the photodiode and the rest o f the detection 

system, w e did the following. The detector was placed at several different distances from the 

LED in order to vary the diameter, and therefore the intensity, o f the beam impinging on it. 

Then, by varying the LED power (via the injection current) or using calibrated neutral density 

filters, we were able to determine the dc and ac saturation characteristics.

As shown in Fig. 3 .4, the dc current o f the photodiode remained linear with optical 

power to a dc current o f over 24 mA. Data was taken for beam diameters o f  2 mm and 10mm; 

both sets o f  data show the same "straight line". On the other hand, at 25 MHz the output o f  

the detector did show saturation. The "shot noise" data from Fig. 3.3 illustrates this. (Note 

that because the current corresponding to dc saturation o f the photodiode is higher than 24mA,

(



we plot the more convenient dc photodiode current on the horizontal axis in Fig. 3.3 instead o f 

optical power). The +'s, obtained with a beam diameter o f 7.6 mm, show little saturation and 

have the constant slope associated with the SNL. The data shown by the triangles, however, 

were obtained with a beam diameter o f 2.7 mm. At dc currents o f about 18 mA the detector's 

ac response begins to saturate and the slope decreases. In this way we were able to determine 

an upper limit o f the beam intensity for linear operation o f the detection system at 25 MHz.
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Power incident on photodiode (mW)

Figure 3.4. The dc output current of the photodiode is linear with optical power to up 
to a dc current o f 24 mA.

For our experiment, dc photodiode currents were kept less than 15 mA and spot size 

diameters kept larger than 5 mm. In order to avoid the ac noise power saturation at higher



injection currents, the laser was placed such that 42% o f the light spilled over the edges o f  the 

detector. This laser-detector coupling factor was then incorporated into the final results.

To insure that unwanted light scattered from the detector back into the laser did not 

affect the laser and thereby affect our noise measurements, the detector was placed at different 

distances and angles with respect to the laser (Fig. 3.2). In all cases identical results were 

obtained.
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Measurement o f Laser Side Mode Suppression

An experiment was also performed to measure the laser mode suppression ratio 

(MSR), the ratio o f  the power in the main mode to that in the side modes, at injection currents 

where intensity noise measurements were taken. This was done not only to see how the 

intensity noise varied with MSR but also to select experimental data points to be modeled by 

the single mode theory. A MSR o f 20 dB or higher was defined as single mode operation.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, an optical isolator, a spectrometer, and calibrated neutral density 

filters were used to measure the MSR. The optical isolator was needed to prevent stray 

reflections at the entrance slit o f the spectrograph from being reflected back into the laser, and 

provided 25-30 dB o f isolation at our lasing wavelength o f 788 nm. The grating in the 

spectrometer spatially separated the longitudinal modes and the neutral density filters allowed 

us to examine the relative magnitudes o f the longitudinal mode intensities. We were able to

detect side modes which were 40 dB weaker than the main mode.
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Figure 3.5. Experimental setup used to measure the longitudinal side mode 
suppression.

- Results

The intensity noise normalized to the SNL, So((o)/Ssnl, is shown as +’s in Fig. 3.6. 

Near threshold (R=Q) the intensity noise is 25 dB above the SNL, while at twice threshold 

(R= I), it is 5 dB above the SNL. Also plotted as a solid line in Fig. 3.6 is the MSR; it ranges 

from 0 to 28 dB, generally increasing with injection current At R=OA2 longitudinal “mode 

hopping” occurred. Mode hopping is a form o f mode partitioning, but instead o f a partial



exchange o f  power amongst many modes, full exchanges o f most o f  the laser power occur
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between just two modes. A correlation between intensity noise and MSR is evident here.

4 0
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R =  l / l t h  -  I

Figure 3.6. The intensity noise and MSR plotted as a function o f the normalized 
injection current. (/?=0 corresponds to threshold and R= I to twice threshold).

In Fig. 3.7 the quantum and semiclassical theories, with the pump noise set to zero, are 

plotted with our experimental intensity noise data. The parameters used in the theory are 

derived or referenced in Appendix B. At /?=1, the experimental intensity noise is 3 dB above 

the quantum theoretical prediction and 7 dB above the semiclassical theoretical prediction. 

Although the two theories agree at low injection currents, the measured intensity noise is even



further above the theoretical predictions here. As one would expect, neither single mode 

theory models the mode hopping behavior at R=QA2.
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-----Quantum Theory
-----Semiclassical Theory

2 15

m  1Q

R =  l / l t h  -  I

Figure 3.7. The quantum theory (solid line) and semiclassical theory (dashed line) 
shown with our experimental intensity noise data ( + ’s).

Discussion

We believe that noise due to the longitudinal side modes is increasing our intensity 

noise measurements above that which is predicted by the two single mode theories. First, the 

intensity noise increases sharply when the laser begins to “mode hop”. Second, although the 

theories predict high levels o f relaxation oscillation noise at low injection currents, we still
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measure more noise than the theories predict. The MSR is low, and therefore the noise due to 

mode partitioning. is large and not completely dominated by relaxation oscillation noise. 

Finally, at higher injection currents where the MSR is larger (and therefore the effects o f  the 

side modes smaller), intensity noise measurements, although still high, come closer to 

theoretical predictions.
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CHAPTER 4

EXTERNAL CAVITY SEMICONDUCTOR LASER

An external cavity (EC) semiconductor laser is one in which optical elements are 

placed external to a laser diode, in order to modify the laser cavity and enhance its 

performance. Three properties which make the EC laser more attractive for a variety o f  

applications include a narrow linewidth, tunability, and most relevant to this thesis, a high 

side mode suppression. Providing optical feedback at a small range o f  frequencies around 

a longitudinal mode frequency o f  the diode helps that mode to Iase more strongly at the 

expense o f  its side modes.

The experimental setup and procedure for measuring the intensity noise o f  the EC 

laser is similar to that for the free running laser (Ch. 3). Only the differences in the 

experimental procedure will be presented here. The semiclassical and quantum theoretical 

expressions are again used to model the intensity noise, (Modifications in theoretical 

parameters for the two different lasers are discussed in Appendix C). This fourth chapter 

provides further verification o f  the conclusions reached in Chapter 3.
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External Cavity Laser

Figure I shows a schematic o f  the grazing incidence (or Littman-Metcalf)33 

external cavity (EC) semiconductor laser used in this second experiment. A diffraction 

grating was placed at a grazing incidence angle with respect to the beam emerging from 

the laser diode o f  Chapter 3. The first order diffracted beam was sent back into the laser 

via the mirror. Because the frequency components o f  the light were spread spatially by 

the grating, only a small range o f  optical frequencies were sent back into the diode. The 

specular reflection (zeroth order beam) from the grating then became the EC laser output.

o r d e r
( s p e c t r a l
r e f l e c t i o n )

D i f f r a c t i o n
g r a t i n g

<•••........................ -i- length of laser cavity (22cm)

Figure 4 .1. Schematic o f  the EC semiconductor laser. The diode itself is the one discussed 
in Chapter 3.
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The amount o f  optical feedback provided by the grating and mirror was much 

higher than that o f  the front surface o f  the diode. In the EC laser 11% o f the diode’s 

output was reflected back into the diode, compared with 0.65% in the free running case 

(just the solitary diode). The effective cavity length was the distance the light traveled 

from the back surface o f  the diode to the mirror as shown in Fig. 4.1. Due to the residual 

reflectivity o f  the front surface o f  the diode however, its longitudinal modes still played a 

role as will be discussed below.

A more detailed look at the EC laser is provided by Fig. 4.2. A  Thor Labs single 

element aspheric lens at the output o f the diode collimated the beam. The lens, which had 

a numerical aperture o f  0.55, was held in place by a flexure mount machined “in house” by 

Gregg Switzer. The holographic gold plated grating, made by Spectragbn, had 1800 lines 

per mm. It was placed at a grazing incidence angle o f 86.5° with respect to the beam 

emerging from the diode. The grating, mirror, and lens were all coated to minimize 

absorption losses 788 nm.
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voltage

Flexure mount 
with lens

picomotor

external cavity length = 22 cm

Figure 4.2. Details o f  the grazing incidence EC laser used in this second experiment

The angular dispersion o f the grating was such that a range o f wavelengths 

AX=O.002 nm (or Av=I GHz) was reflected back into the diode. The spacing between the 

longitudinal modes o f  the diode was 0.213 nm (103 GHz), and just one longitudinal mode 

o f the free running laser received external optical feedback.

The wavelength o f  an EC laser can be tuned due to the broad gain profile o f  a 

diode laser (see Semiconductor Basics in Ch I o f this thesis). This was done both by 

rotating the mirror, such that a different wavelength o f light from the grating is sent back 

into the laser, and by translating the mirror, to change the cavity length. The mirror was 

mounted on a New Focus multi-axis picomotor driver. The picomotor had an angular
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resolution o f  2 milliradians; this allowed us to change the wavelength o f  the laser in 

0.05nm increments. The picomotor had a translational resolution o f  100 run; this allowed 

us to fine tune the laser’s wavelength by 4x10"4 nm increments (or better than one part in 

IO6 ; more than ample resolution).

Longitudinal modes o f  the solitary diode still existed because o f the 0.65% 

reflectivity o f  the front surface o f the diode. To minimize the effects o f  the diode modes, 

the EC lasing wavelength was tuned to match one o f  the longitudinal modes o f the solitary 

diode. Fig. 4.3 illustrates this. At each injection current where intensity noise 

measurements were taken, the mirror was adjusted (by both rotation and translation) to 

optimize the output power. A maximized output power corresponded both to the EC 

laser lasing at a the center wavelength o f a solitary diode mode and the highest MSR

gain
gain profile 

of diode

diode modes

Figure 4.3. The wavelength o f the EC laser had to be at a resonant wavelength o f  the 
solitary laser diode.
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Experimentally measured power versus injection current curves for the EC laser 

and the free running laser are shown in Fig. 4.4. The threshold current o f  the EC laser is 

50 mA, 10.5 mA below that o f  the free running laser. The slope o f  the curve for the EC 

laser is half o f  that for the free running laser. This is discussed in Appendix C where the 

slope o f  the free running laser’s power vs. injection current curve is used to determine 

several theoretical parameters.

-----Free running laser
-----EC laser

R =  l / l t h  -  I

Figure 4.4. Output power vs. injection current plots for the free running and EC lasers.
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Experiment

Except for the addition o f  an off-axis parabolic mirror, the experimental setup for 

measuring the intensity noise o f  the external cavity laser was identical to that used to 

measure the intensity noise o f  the free running laser. The off-axis mirror was used to 

expand the EC laser’s collimated beam, to avoid saturation at the detector. (A lens used 

for this purpose would have reflected some light back into the laser.) As in the first 

experiment 42% o f  the beam spilled over the edges o f  the detector. The mode 

suppression ratio was also measured as in the first experiment.

Results

Figure 4.5 shows the measured intensity noise and side mode suppression ratio (MSR) as 

a function o f  injection current. At twice threshold (R=I), the intensity noise is 2 dB above 

the SNL and 3 dB below that o f  the free running (Fig. 3.6). Just above threshold, the 

intensity noise falls sharply and the MSR rises rapidly. This is in contrast to the rise and 

fall o f  the intensity noise and MSR for the free running laser (Fig. 3.5), which changed 

with injection current much more gradually.
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R = l/lth -  I

Figure 4.5. The intensity noise and MSR both plotted as a function o f  the normalized 
injection current.

As shown in Fig. 4.6 both the semiclassical and quantum theories are again below  

the intensity noise data, the semiclassical theory more so than the quantum theory. At 

twice threshold (R=I), the measured intensity noise is 2.5 dB above the quantum theory, 

and 5.5 dB above the semiclassical theory.

M
SR

 
(d

B
)
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------ Q u an tu m  T heory
-----Semiclassical Theory

2  15

R = l / l t h  -  I
Figure 4.6. The experimental EC laser intensity noise data (+’s) shown with the quantum 
theory (solid line) and semiclassical theory (dashed line).

Discussion

Unlike the free running laser, the MSR o f the EC laser is high at low injection 

currents. Therefore at low injection currents the noise due to the longitudinal side modes 

is small, and the noise predicted by the theories is close to that o f  our experimental data. 

(The single mode theory only predicts relaxation oscillation noise and not noise due to the 

longitudinal side modes.) We believe that at larger injection currents, although the MSR is 

high, longitudinal side mode noise still contributes significantly to the overall noise. This
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is because at high pump rates noise due to relaxation oscillations is small. Thus, as for the 

free running laser o f  Chapter 3, our intensity noise measurements lie above the single 

mode theoretical predictions at high injection currents.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

Simple semiconductor laser configurations can produce light with low levels o f  

intensity noise in the frequency range 1-100 MHz. In particular w e measured the intensity 

noise at 25 MHz, o f  both an “off-the-shelf’ laser diode and an external cavity laser diode. 

At injection currents o f  twice threshold, the intensity noise o f  the solitary laser diode was 

5 dB above the shot noise level (or standard quantum limit), and the intensity noise o f  the 

external cavity laser diode was just 3.5 dB above the shot noise level.

We found the fully quantum mechanical theory based on the Langevin rate 

equations, to model our intensity noise data better than that o f  the semiclassical theory 

(also based on Langevin rate equations). However, our experimental intensity noise 

measurements were in general larger than the noise levels predicted by either single mode 

theory. Although at high pump rates the side modes were as much as 35 dB below that o f  

the main mode (in the external cavity laser case), we believe that this “extra” noise is du e . 

to the presence o f  the longitudinal side modes. A  multimode theory needs to be employed 

to more precisely model the intensity noise o f  these lasers.
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APPENDIX A  

CONTROLLER NOISE
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In this appendix, noise spectra are presented. for two different commercial 

controllers, as well as for a well shielded battery supply. Examples are also given to show  

the sensitivity o f  the noise level to small changes in wiring and grounding procedures. The 

experimental setup used to obtain noise spectra is similar to that discussed in Chapters 3 

and 4. The magnitude (or units) for the intensity noise in the spectra here, however, is 

given in terms o f  the quantity “relative intensity noise”.

Relative Intensity Noise fRINI

Relative intensity noise, or RIN, is defined as

RIN = W L o g ^ jr ,  (A l)

where (AP)2 is the mean square optical intensity fluctuation in a I Hz bandwidth at a 

particular frequency and (P)2 is the mean-square average power.27 The units for RIN are 

therefore dB/Hz. Since electrical power oc (optical power)2, when a photodiode is used to 

detect the light, RIN is actually the ratio o f  two electrical powers.

Intensity Noise Spectra

Figures A. I, A.2, and A.3 show intensity noise spectra for a diode laser, over three 

different frequency ranges, using different current sources to pump the laser. Controller A
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(the ILX-3722) was the more sophisticated o f  the two commercial controllers, with 

options for remote GPIB operation and temperature control. The laser pumped with this 

controller had the highest RIN in the frequency range 1-150 MHz. Controller B (the ILX- 

3620) was a lower cost controller, with fewer options for the user. The laser pumped by 

it had the highest RIN below I MHz. The battery supply contained a 6 volt alkaline 

battery with a resistor in series (Fig. A4). It gave the lowest noise spectra over all three 

frequency ranges.

Figure A l .  The RIN o f the laser pumped by controller A (ILX-3722) has the RIN in the 
frequency range 1-150 MHz.
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Figure A.2 (above). The RIN o f the laser pumped by controller A (ILX-3722) is highest in 
the frequency range 1-150 MHz.

- 5 5
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-65 §

N

'70 §
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Figure A.3 (above). The RIN o f the laser pumped by controller B (ILX-3722) is highest at 
frequencies below I MHz.
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shielded

Figure A.4. This experimental configuration, with the laser pumped by a well shielded 
battery box, gave us the lowest RIN

Figure A. 5 shows two setups with a GPEB cable connected to controller A. In 

setup I the GPIB cable case is insulated from the controller (as it should be) and in setup

2. the GPIB cable case is connected to the controller. From the spectrum in Fig. A.6, we 

see that there is a significant increase in the intensity noise for setup 2.
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GPIB
c a b l e

c o n t r o l l e r  A

s e t u p  I

g p ib  c a s e  
c o n n e c t e d  t o  
c o n t r o l l e r

c o n t r o l l e r  A

s e t u p  2

Figure A. 5. In setup I the case o f the GPEB cable (used for remote operation o f  the 
controller) is insulated from the controller. In setup 2 the GPEB case is connected to the 
controller.

-----setup I
---- setup 2

o  - 2 0

-15  S-

-2 0  xN -4 0

-2 5  5SCO -50

Frequency(M H z)

Figure A.6. The laser shows significantly more noise when powered by the configuration 
in setup I than by the configuration in setup 2.
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APPENDIX B 

LASER PARAMETERS
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The parameters used in the semiclassical and quantum theories, for both the free 

running arid external cavity lasers, are given in this appendix. Where appropriate we 

explain the procedure used in obtaining the parameters. Some parameter values, in 

particular the front and back surface reflectivities o f  the laser, were obtained from a Sharp 

representative, Dr. Herb Moeller.34 (He in turn obtained the parameter values from Sharp, 

Inc. in Japan.) Because parameters can vary from laser to laser however, the values given 

to us by Dr. Moeller could be conservative estimates o f  the true or typical value.

Free Running Semiconductor Laser

The threshold injection current Ith is used in the calculation o f  many laser

parameters. It is determined experimentally from the power vs. injection current plot for 

the free running laser (Fig. 4.4) to be 60.5 mA.

The index o f  refraction n and the group index o f  refraction for the inverted active 

region ng are needed to determine the group velocity o f  the light inside the active region. 

The index o f  refraction n can be determined from existing data given for AlGaAs. Figure

2.6 o f  reference [35] shows the mole fraction o f  AlxGai-JtAs at A = 788 nm to be x = 

0.12.34 Using this mole fraction, Fig. 2.5-4 o f  reference [36], which gives the index o f  

refraction vs. the mole fraction, can be used to obtain «=3.60. The group index o f  

refraction ng for an inverted medium is approximated by
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ZZ1's (B I )

with v  the frequency o f  the laser light. The partial derivative —  is estimated from Fig.
du

2.5-4 o f  reference [36] to be -IO'15 for A = 788 nm. Then with v  = 3.8 x IO14, ng becomes 

4.0.

I
Next we determine the gain rate G and the photon loss rate— , which are equal

above threshold. The photon loss rate is the sum o f both internal and external loss rates,

The photon loss rate through both output ports is determined from the reflectivities o f  the 

Output ports as27

laser cavity, and Ri and R2 are the reflectivities o f  the front and back surfaces o f  the laser, 

respectively. The front and back reflectivities o f  the laser were given to us by Dr. Dave 

Moeller34 as 6% (Ri = 0.06) and 90% (R2 = 0.9) respectively. The length o f  the laser 

cavity was also given to us by Dr. Moeller as 300 pm  The loss rate through both output 

I
ports — , then becomes 3.65 x IO1Vs.

(B.3)

Q
where vg is the group velocity o f  the light in the laser medium ( — ), L is the length o f  the

T C
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Once the external photon loss rate is known, the internal photon loss rate (due to . 

carrier scattering and carrier absorption) can be found from the slope o f  the output power 

vs. injection current plot (Fig. 4.4). The slope is proportional to the differential or 

external quantum efficiency37

V eV
^  = ^ T -J ------ ^  ,

—  +  —

k r , r,V

(B.4)

where 77, is the internal quantum efficiency. The internal quantum efficiency represents the 

fraction o f  carriers that recombine radiatively and is taken to be I above threshold.37 To 

use the power vs. injection current plot in Fig. 4.4 we relate the output power to the 

differential quantum efficiency by the expression

P0 -  c — Cf -  Ith)-
Q

(B,5)

Here C is the fraction o f  the output power which is coupled out o f  the laser through the 

front facet. Using the slope o f  the power vs. injection current plot for the free running

laser in Fig. 4.4, C =
0 94 I

---------------- , and Eqs. (B.4) and (B.5), we obtain —  = 1.2:
0.94 + 0.10 4 T, VtJ

—  = 4.38 x IO1Vs. The internal and external loss rates are then added (Eq. D2) to obtain 

a gain G o f  8.03 x IO1Vs.
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The spontaneous carrier recombination rate -—- is found from time delay
T sp

measurements38 to be 0.6 x IO9 ±0.3  x IO9. The uncertainty in —  is due to an
r *

unknown doping level.

In order to achieve transparency (population inversion), N0 (or H0N ) carriers must 

exist in the active region. To find n0 the output power vs. injection current plot in Fig. B. I 

is first used to determine I0, the injection current at transparency. As shown by where the 

dashed line intersects the solid line, the power o f  the laser begins to increase exponentially, 

signifying transparency, at I0 = 19 mA. Then, because the number o f  carriers increases 

linearly with injection current for I < Ith, we use the relationship IcZhh=H0, with 

/,/,=60.5mA, to find n0= 0.31 and TV0= (O Jl)N .

>0 4 0  SC
Injection Current (mA)

Figure B I. The power vs. injection current plot used to determine N0, the number o f  
carriers at transparency.
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The number o f  carriers and photons inside the laser medium N  and P  also need to 

be expressed in terms o f  known quantities. The average number o f  carriers is expressed as 

the number o f  carriers injected into the active region in a time Tsp ,

N = ^ .  (B.6)
q

The steady state form for the number o f photons inside the active region is

p - (B.7)

where R is the normalized injection current R = ------ 1, q the charge o f  an electron, and G
Ilh

the gain o f  the laser medium (equal to the total photon loss rate given by Eq. B.2). This 

relationship is derived from the steady state form o f the carrier rate equations (Eq. 2.2b 

and 2.16b) and the expression for N  above (Eq. B.6).

External Cavity (E Q  Laser Parameters

The EC laser is modeled as the free running laser discussed above, but with a 

different front surface reflectivity, and an additional "coupling factor” to account for 

losses associated with the diffraction grating. Due to the different reflectivity, the laser 

will have a different threshold current and a different gain from those o f  the free running 

laser; all other laser parameters are the same as those given above. The “coupling factor”
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is needed at the end o f  the theoretical calculation to give us the appropriate amount o f  

light at the detector.

The threshold injection current is again determined experimentally from the power 

vs. injection current plot (Fig. 4.4), and is found to be 50 mA for the external cavity laser.

To determine the effective front surface reflectivity o f  the laser, we measure the 

amount o f  light diffracted into the first order (in the direction o f  the mirror). This 

measurement is shown in Fig. B.2. (Note separate measurements were performed to 

determine losses associated with the collimating lens and the mirror (see Fig. 3.1). These 

losses were found to be insignificant in comparison with scattering, losses from the 

diffraction grating.) After measuring 34 % into the first order, w e square this to determine 

the amount o f  light that is reflected back into the laser. When the light reflects from the 

mirror and impinges on the grating a second time, 34% o f the light will again be reflected. 

The effective reflectivity is thus Ri = (0.34)(0.34) = 0.11. (Here w e assume that we have 

an external cavity, versus a “coupled cavity”, and ignore the 6% front surface reflectivity 

o f  the solitary diode.) This reflectivity is used in Eq. B.3 to determine a photon loss rate 

I
—  o f  2.89 x IO1Vs. Then using the same internal loss rate as for the free running laser,

—  = 4.38 x IO1Vs, we determine the gain from Eq. B.2 as 7.27 x IO1Vs. (Note that w e

could again obtain the internal loss from the power versus injection current plot for the EC 

laser (Fig. 4.4).)
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1 .

laser

->
detector

1. measure 
laser 
power 
( 100%)

2. measure 
power in 
1st order 

(34%)

mirror

(0 .34)(0.34)P

3. lose another 
34% on way 

back into laser

Figure B.2. To determined the effective front surface reflectivity we measure the laser 
output power and the power diffracted into the first order.

A coupling factor must be used to account for extraneous scattering losses by the 

grating. Fig. B 3 shows that when light from the laser impinges on the diffraction grating, 

51% o f the light is diffracted into the zeroth order (the output beam. Fig. 4.1). Because 

the first order beam contains 34% o f the light, 15% o f the light is scattered by the grating
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into other directions and lost. To account for this loss we incorporate a coupling factor

I J *nto our expression for - 0 ̂  , the intensity noise normalized to the SNL. 
v 0.89V S snl

I.

loser
detector

measure
laser
power

( 100%)

2. measure 
power in 
Oth order

(51%)

mirror
3. no light into 

detector on 
way back

Figure B.3. The diffracted zeroth order beam is measured to determine the scattering 
losses o f  the diffraction grating.
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APPENDIX C

THE LANGEVIN DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
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Here w e compare the semiclassical and quantum mechanical correlation functions 

for the Langevin noise terms.

The semiclassical Langevin noise terms from Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b) are FP(t) and 

FN(t). These terms represent the fluctuations in P  and N  from all noise sources. In 

contrast, the semiclassical noise operators from Eqs. (2.16a) and (2.16b) are M(f), m(t), 

f (f) ,  f  (f) , Tj(t), and Fsp(Z). The first three operators represent the fluctuations in A

from 3 separate noise sources and the last three operators represent fluctuations in N 

from 3 separate noise sources. Correlation functions for the semiclassical noise terms 

have the form

(m F ji t ' j )  = IDijS i t - O ,  ( C l )

and those o f  the quantum mechanical noise operators

( 6 , ( f ) 0 / f ' ) )  = Z D q o/C  -  f ) ,  (C.2)

where Dij and D0i0j are the diffusion coefficients and represent the size o f  the 

fluctuations.

Equation (2.6a) gives the diffusion coefficient for the self correlation o f  the 

Langevin noise term Fp(t) as

Dpp=RspP, . (C.3)

where Rsp is the rate o f  spontaneous emission into the lasing mode and P  the number o f  

photons in the laser medium. Rsp can be rewritten, using the Einstein phenomenological
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model for radiation in a laser (Rsp is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission)39 

as

Rsp=CtN. (C.4)

Thus the spontaneous emission into the lasing mode depends on the gain coefficient a  

given by Eq. 2.4, and the number o f carriers N . Then Dpp can be rewritten as 

Dpp = aNP

= —a(N  -  N0)P + —aNP + —ccN0P 
2 °  2 2 °

= — GP + — a(N  + N0)P 
2 2

Dpp = P ± P + \ a ( N  + N0)P (C.5)
2 z i 2 r e 2

This result can now be compared with the diffusion coefficients for the Langevin noise 

-
operators M (i), m(t), and f ( t ) . These are given by Eqs. (2.18b), (2.18a), and (2.19a) as

D  = ■
I

Dff =

S r i

I

MM =  | a [(jv ) + JV„]

(C.6a)

(C.6b)

(C.6c)

Because M(t) , m(t) , and f(t)  are noise operators in the rate equation for the electric 

field operator, not the photon number operator, they differ from Eq. (C.5) by a factor o f
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— . The power spectrum for the field is multiplied by the number o f  photons AP 

however, in order to obtain the power spectrum -for the photon number, and the 

expression  ̂ in Eq. (2.22). The noises sources are those associated with the internal
ŜNL

I T
photon loss ( o c — ), external photon loss ( q c — -), and dipole moment fluctuations

The semiclassical diffusion coefficient ZW  is given by Eq. (2.6c) as

iV
DNN-RspP jr -----' (C.7)

Using Eq. (C. I) to rewrite Rsp we find

d NN =ClNP +

1 N I  I N
= ~[a{N  -  N0)P + — ] + -a N P  + -C tN P  +

2 2 2 " 2r*

Dnn= ^  + ^ -  + ̂ ^  + ^2«? 2
(C,8)

where the steady state form o f the semiclassical rate equation for #  (Eq. 2.2b) has been 

used to obtain the first term in Eq. (C S). The diffusion coefficients for the carrier number 

noise operators are given by Eqs. (2.23a), (2 .1 Sc), and (2 .19b) as

d TiTi ~ (C .9a)
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S r r - ^ 1 (C.9b)

^rr = y a [ ( N ) + N J P . (C.9c)

In this case the sum o f Eqs. (C.9a)-(C.9c) matches Eq. C S exactly. The noise sources are 

those associated with the pump, spontaneous carrier recombination, and dipole moment 

fluctuations.

The semiclassical cross correlation diffusion coefficient for FP(t) and FN(t) is given 

by Eq. (2.6b) as

Dpn= -R spP- (C.10)

This can be rewritten using Eq. (C l)  once again, as 

Dpn -  -aNP

I I I
= - —a(N  + N0)P - —aNP + —aN0P

= - - a ( N +  N J P - - G P  
2 °  2

Dpn = ~ a ( N + N J P - ( C l l )

The only quantum noise operators which cross correlate are M(t) and f  (?). The diffusion 

coefficient for this cross correlation is given by Eq. (2.19c) as

S « r = - 7 “ [(jv) + Wj(A). (C.12)
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The first term in Eq. (C .ll )  and the only term in Eq. (C.12) represent the coupling o f  the 

photons or field, with the carriers, by means o f  dipole moment fluctuations. These terms

(A)
differ by a factor o f  because Difr represents the correlation between the field

reservoir (not the photon reservoir) and the carrier reservoir. The second terms in Eq. 

(C .l l )  represents the coupling o f  the photons and the carriers via output coupling 

fluctuations. In the quantum theory the noise operators f(t)  and m(t) do not couple

p
with any o f  the carrier noise operators. (There is no diffusion term proportional to —  in

TP

the quantum theory.) This issue is discussed at the end o f  the section Quantum 

Mechanical Langevin Rate Equations in Chapter 2 o f  this thesis.
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